
Model no.
Description Flood protection - improves door seals

Water absorbing capacity per strip

(In mm) Depth Width Length N/W G/W

Quantity 
per outer 

carton
Product dimensions 2 110 600
Mail order pack size 40 130 190 25
Outter carton Box size 200 300 400
Gift box size 45 120 198 7 18
Outter carton Box size 200 300 400  

We reserve the rights for modifications of the design and technical specifications.

7. Proven in tests and real life to significantly reduce water ingress and flow 
through doors, from a flood to a trickle or less, depending on fitting 
8. Refit and reuse when flood warnings are issued, until wet.

10. For salt water floods, wet along length before trapping the dry part in the 
door to minimise potential damage to product's effectiveness
11. Max strip water absorbtion capacity 2 Litres

Additional costs

9. Suitable for all surface floods

FL360

12. Suitable to prevent spread of internal leaks from appliances

Leeds, LS12 2QQ

4. 5 year + shelf life if kept dry

Product description Product Photo

Product and packaging sizes

FL360

2 Litres

5. Low environmental impact, can be buried in a garden or disposed of as 
household waste
6. Light weight and easy to fit without phyical strain

Telephone
Fax

Product specification Optional features

1. Ultra slim, designed to fit the gap between a door or window and its frame
2. Contiuous fabric strips for consistant seal in, around and over gaps
3. Small and compact, to be kept dry in a draw until needed

CPC Premier Farnell plc
150 Armley Road

Customer name
Address

E-mailCopied from UK Gov 2007 Pitt  Review Executive summary:-

ES.49 ‘Strategic sandbagging’ can be  successfully used alongside roads or 

adjacent to important buildings to prevent them from flooding, but the 

work needs to be done properly by experts. The Review was unable to 

obtain any significant evidence that sandbags were particularly effective 

during the 2007 summer floods in providing protection to individual 


